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by Janis E. Saarela
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CAST OF CHARACTERS 

DORIAN
The gatekeeper. He is eager to please and easily intimidated.

TASKMASTER
Authoritative and intolerant.

TAX COLLECTOR
A Roman intent on job achievement.

HOMELESS LADY
Downtrodden, seeks pity.

PHARISEE
Smug, self-absorbed.

SIMON and PIEMON
Bakers. Prone to distraction, argumentative, comical.

LUD
A third baker. Dutiful, serious, analytical.

AMARIAH
Chief angel. Headstrong and faithful but questioning.

GABBATHA
First assistant angel. 

Kind and obedient, but a thinker in her own right.

ELIEZAR
A rich man. He is haughty, selfish, and a liar.

HERZON
Angelic wannabe and self-appointed “sin buster.” 

He is sneaky and mischievous.

GERSHOM
Herzon’s reluctant partner. 

He is timid and scared most of the time.
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ERASTUS
A young hoodlum. 

He is unkind and the creator of much havoc.

MOPPER
A custodian. 

He is quarrelsome and grumpy and complains a lot.

ROMAN SOLDIER
Walk-on only.

MORIAH
A great prophet. He is loud and energetic. A steadfast

messenger and real presence in the town of Bethlehem. 
He is the first to comprehend the virgin birth.

SOLOIST/VOICE
To sing and to say the Off-stage lines.
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PRODUCTION NOTES

The Gatekeeper is a humorous Christmas story that opens
with activity at the shabby wooden gate leading to the little
town of Bethlehem. It ends with an imperative question at the
beautiful gate of heaven: “Who goes there? And why should I
let you in?” 

Leading the cast are two chief angels who wow the
audience with enormous golden wings. Two subordinate angels
with bobbing halos and contrasting winged “puffs” decide to
mingle among the erring townspeople. One of them, a self-
appointed “sin buster,” retaliates drastically when he sees the
antics of a young hoodlum and when he hears the dishonest
words of the rich man. 

Meanwhile, at the Bethlehem Bakery, a mixture concocted
by Simon and Piemon goes awry and an angry Mopper is left
with the mess. Chaos re-erupts when the Mopper refuses to
make an apology. 

All but Lud, a third baker, ignore the words of the prophet
Moriah: “O people of Bethlehem, you are unholy!  You need to
change your ways.” Moriah is first to realize that the Christ
child has been born, and he is eager to proclaim the life-
changing message it brings. Moriah may opt to carry a scroll
or open book, and thereby reduce the number of lines to be
memorized.

With some exceptions, cast members could be either male
or female. An equal distribution of lines among the cast
ensures that no one must learn a long role during the hectic
holiday season. 

Music

Background songs are: “O Little Town of Bethlehem,”
introduction to Scene 1; “Angels We Have Heard on High,”
introduction to Scene 3; “Nothing but the Blood” (or another
song chosen by the cast) at the play’s end. Suggested selections
may be found online or at a local retail outlet.
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Set

The set is three-fold: 

1. At Center Stage is a sturdy, stand-up gate with hinges
so that the door opens and closes. One side of the gate is
wood-like and shabby, the other majestic and beautiful
(patterned with colors of white and gold, a likeness of
the heavenly gate). Alongside the gate is a small wooden
bench. 

2. Stage Left is the Angel Headquarters, made of sheets
(either hung from the ceiling or attached to a divider)
that have been pulled/bulged to give a cloud-like
appearance. Twinkling lights give added effect. A desk
and chair covered with white fabric serve as the angelic
furnishings. 

3. At Stage Right is the Bethlehem Bakery, which consists
of a wooden work table, a rack of bakery products, a sign
(Bethlehem Bakery), and optional cardboard window for
customer sales. One or two artificial trees are placed
nearby. 

Props

Papers for the taskmaster; a knapsack for Dorian with a
knife, piece of wood, a banana, a box of Band-Aids, and a lunch
bag; a cup with coins for the homeless lady; a long pole with
basket attached for the tax collector; bakery products,
including a long loaf of French bread and rolls; an assortment
of mixing bowls, spoons, bottles, rolling pins, miscellaneous
utensils, and containers; dough and flour; a number of food
items (grapes, beans, eggs, milk, molasses, honey, baking soda,
etc.); a mop for Mopper; scrolls for Amariah; a knapsack for
Erastus; a spider and noise-making horn for Herzon; a bag of
coins for Eliezar; a book of rules for the Pharisee; a sword for
the soldier; an optional lighted star (attached to a wall) for
Scene 6. 
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Costumes

Amariah and Gabbatha wear golden gowns, halos, and
enormous wings made with shimmering gold fabric and long
dowel sticks to hold them in place as the wings are lifted.
Subordinate angels Herzon and Gershom also wear golden
gowns, but their golden wings are small and puffy, and their
halos bob from side to side. The three bakers wear white
gowns, chef hats, and aprons. The Roman soldier wears a
helmet and possibly a breastplate, along with a “skirt” of sorts
made of strips of leather or a similar material. The rich man is
superbly attired, preferably in purple. All the other characters
wear simple biblical attire with headpieces and sandals. 

Sound Effects

The braying of donkeys, roosters crowing, a bubbling
sound followed by a loud explosion.

Lighting

Some stage directions are included in the script; however,
if your church does not have theatrical lighting, it will not
diminish the quality of the play. You might consider turning
the stage lights off and on. 

Scripture is based on or taken from the HOLY BIBLE, NEW
INTERNATIONAL VERSION ®. NIV®. Copyright © 1973, 1978, 1984 by
International Bible Society. Used by permission of Zondervan Publishing
House. All rights reserved.

Scripture marked (NASB) is based on the NEW AMERICAN
STANDARD BIBLE®, © copyright The Lockman Foundation 1960, 1962,
1963, 1968, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1995. Used by permission.
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Scene 1

         (As the scene opens, the stage is dark and the song “O Little
Town of Bethlehem” is heard in the background. Lights come
up at Center Stage; the audience sees the TASKMASTER and
DORIAN standing just ahead of the city gate.)

TASKMASTER: (Shuffling papers before he speaks) Well, Dorian,
everything seems to be in order. The job is yours.

DORIAN: (Trying to hide his excitement) Yes, sir! Thank you, sir!
TASKMASTER: You’ll be starting right away then. Do you

understand your duties?
DORIAN: Yes, sir. I think so, sir!
TASKMASTER: You think so? Dorian, it is your duty to

protect the entire town of Bethlehem. It is up to you to
watch the gate and to monitor who goes in and who
goes out. Now Dorian, are there any questions?

DORIAN: Yes, sir!
TASKMASTER: What is it, Dorian?
DORIAN: Well, when someone comes … wha … what … what

do I say?
TASKMASTER: (With annoyance) Say something like, uh,

“Who goes there? And why should I let you in?”
DORIAN: (Counting the two questions on his fingers, he mouths the

questions.) Who goes there? Why should I let you in? Who
goes there? Why should I let you in?

TASKMASTER: (More annoyed) You got it?
DORIAN: Yes, sir! (The TASKMASTER begins to leave, then

abruptly turns back to address DORIAN.)
TASKMASTER: There is one more thing. Emperor Augustus

has ordered a census to be taken with everyone to be
counted in his own city. So you must be on the lookout
for strangers.

DORIAN: Yes, sir. I’ll be very watchful, sir!
TASKMASTER: And I see that you brought a knapsack.

That’s good. The day can get a little long, so you need
lunch — and maybe a little something to occupy your
downtime. (DORIAN nods. TASKMASTER exits right.
DORIAN takes his place at the gate.)
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OPTIONAL PANTOMIME: (To be performed with much ado.
DORIAN looks about, waits, then begins to yawn and twiddle
his thumbs. After a pause, and with a look of great boredom, he
pulls a knife and small piece of wood from his knapsack and
begins to whittle. After a brief time, he places the wood on one
knee and clumsily reverses direction of the knife, carving
toward rather than away from his body. By facial expression,
DORIAN indicates he is unhappy with his work, as if
something more needs to be done, so he thrusts the knife
downward — then yelps out in pain! Frantically, DORIAN digs
through his knapsack and pulls out a gigantic box of Band-
Aids. With a shrug, he dismisses the severity of the wound and
throws the Band-Aids over his shoulder. He takes a few
moments to rest and reflect, then uses the knife to clean his
fingernails — and after that, to peel a banana. A HOMELESS
LADY enters from the audience seating area, hereinafter
referred to as “the aisle.” She walks forward, all the while
jiggling from side to side the coins that she has collected in a
large cup. At times, with a woeful expression, she holds the cup
before a person in the audience.)

HOMELESS LADY: (Loudly) Alms for the poor! Alms for the
poor! (HOMELESS LADY is stopped at the gate by DORIAN.)

DORIAN: (With confidence) Who goes there? And why should I
let you in? (HOMELESS LADY stares sorrowfully at
DORIAN but says nothing.) I said, “Who goes there? And
why should I let you in?”  

HOMELESS LADY: (With despair) Is there no end to my
suffering ? (Slowly) Please, kind sir, just let me in. I have
to keep going … keep searching … keep hoping.
(HOMELESS LADY begins to walk through the gate, and
DORIAN does nothing to stop her. Young ruffian ERASTUS
enters from the aisle.)

DORIAN: Who goes there? And why should I let you in?
ERASTUS: Don’t bug me. I’m just a kid. (DORIAN is so taken

aback that he does nothing to stop ERASTUS as he crosses the
gate. DORIAN is visibly shaken. The TAX COLLECTOR enters
from the aisle. He carries a long pole with a basket attached to
the end and pokes it in front of persons in the audience.)
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TAX COLLECTOR: Pay your taxes! Step right up and pay
your taxes!

DORIAN: Who goes there? And why should I let you in? (TAX
COLLECTOR ignores DORIAN and continues to seek payment
from the audience.)

TAX COLLECTOR: Pay your taxes! Step right up and pay
your taxes!

DORIAN: I said — 
TAX COLLECTOR: I heard what you said! Now you hear me!

You are not to question the Roman authority. (TAX
COLLECTOR rushes past a frustrated DORIAN. MORIAH
enters from the aisle, speaking to the audience as he approaches
the stage.)

MORIAH: Repent of your sins. Turn from your ways. Repent
of your sins. Turn from your ways.

DORIAN: (Calling out) Who goes there? And why should I let
you in?

MORIAH: I am the great prophet Moriah!  
DORIAN: Who? Whaaaat? 
MORIAH: I have come to warn the people. 
DORIAN: Wha — what?
MORIAH: God calls for his people to be righteous, but they

are not righteous. They must turn from their ways.
(DORIAN nods his head.) God has been silent for the last
four hundred years, but his Word remains. And I have
come to repeat God’s Word to the people of Bethlehem
— at the birthplace of King David, (With emphasis) from
whom a Savior will one day descend. (MORIAH, totally
ignoring DORIAN, makes his way toward the gate and
continues to address the audience as he walks through it.)
You’re just a wicked bunch of people. You need to
repent of your sins. Turn from your ways! (DORIAN, in
utter frustration, falls in a heap on a bench beside the city gate.)  
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Scene 2

         (The scene opens in darkness. A curious sound, the bray of
donkeys, is heard in the background. After a brief pause, lights
shine on Stage Right where the audience sees the Bethlehem
Bakery. Three BAKERS, dressed in white gowns and white chef
hats, are busy kneading and shaping bits of dough. All three
are noticeably slow of speech.)

SIMON: Hand me my spoon.
LUD: (Looking around, but not very intently.) Don’t see it, Simon.
SIMON: (Looking accusingly at LUD) You had it last!
LUD: Did not!
PIEMON: (In a slow drawl) Well … well … it’s like this, Simon.

You know those sparrows that come and sit at the
window? And you know how they make noise and do all
that pecking? (Convincingly) Don’t look good for
business. That’s what you always say, Simon. (Proudly)
Well, I got rid of them there sparrows. I threw your
spoon at ’em!

LUD: (Slowly and with great seriousness) You shunta done that,
Piemon. There’s donkeys out there. It’s not “hy-gen-i-
cal” to throw a mixing spoon in a donkey yard. (PIEMON
shrugs, takes another spoon, and starts to mix a batch of batter.
SIMON shows obvious signs of disgust.) You shunta threw
the spoon, Piemon. You shudda threw something else. A
rolling pin, maybe. (Mixing continues.)

SIMON: You guys, I got a secret.
LUD: You got a secret, Simon?
SIMON: Uh-huh! A really big one, too.
PIEMON: Come on, Simon, what is it?
LUD: You can tells us. We’re your partners. (He stares

expectantly at SIMON.)
SIMON: Well, all right. Here it is. I just figured out the

bestest, most delicious jelly roll anyone ever ate! And
we could make it right here, at the Bethlehem Bakery.

LUD: We could?
PIEMON: Well, what are you waiting for? Tell us, Simon.

What’s in it? (With much ado, SIMON gathers mixing bowls
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and small dishes.)
LUD: (Staring curiously into the largest bowl) What’s in there,

Simon?
SIMON: (With great smugness) Well, this is what we do to make

the filling. First we put in some pigeon eggs … (SIMON
cracks eggs into the bowl and, with much bravado, proceeds to
add other ingredients.) And a quart of figs — but first you
gotta let them ferment for quite a few weeks! (Adds a
pinch of salt.) A pinch of salt. (Adds chopped butter beans
and mashed purple grapes.) And some minced butter beans
… purple grapes. Gotta be mashed really good … (Adds
gooseberries, or chopped green grapes as a substitute.) And
gooseberries. Lots and lots of gooseberries … (Adds
lemon juice and honey.) And some lemon juice. And just a
little bit of honey. (SIMON reaches for a tall bottle and pours
a white liquid into a measuring cup. PIEMON and LUD watch
with great interest.) And … and … one cup of goat’s milk.
(SIMON pours the cup of liquid into the mixture, then reaches
for the molasses and pours some in.) And thick black mo-las-
ses! (SIMON then picks up a small box and sloppily pours
baking soda into the mixture.) And lots and lots of soda! (As
soda hits the bowl, the audience hears bubbling, and then a
loud explosion. SIMON, PIEMON, and LUD duck beneath
their work table. When the noise subsides, three heads slowly
rise, and the three BAKERS look around to survey the damage.
The BAKERS look simultaneously at MOPPER, who enters
from the aisle. He mops from side to side, then gasps as he
catches a glimpse of the scene at the bakery.)

MOPPER: Humph! Humph!
LUD: (Apologetically) What’s the matter, Mopper?
MOPPER: What do you think is the matter? (LUD shrugs.)

Every time I come here, it’s such a mess. I should just
quit and work someplace else.

PIEMON: I wouldn’t try that if I were you.
MOPPER: Oh, yeah? And why is that?
PIEMON: You have a baaaad resume, that’s why!  
MOPPER: No, I don’t.
LUD: (Slowly and seriously) Yes, you do. You call us
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doughheads — all the time! That isn’t very nice,
Mopper, so now we give you a baaaad reference!
(MOPPER raises his mop as if to strike, but stops abruptly at
the sight of ERASTUS arriving from the right. Reluctantly,
MOPPER brings the mop back to the floor. Still in a huff, he
exits to the right. As he does, ERASTUS saunters over and
begins to look over items in the showcase.)

ERASTUS: (Nastily) Nothing’s ever any good in this place!
(After a pause) Do you suppose that just once, you could
make all these buns the same size?  

LUD: Well, duh! We make ’em that way because some of our
customers are rather large. And some of our customers
are rather small.

ERASTUS: (Giving LUD a condescending look) Everything is
either burnt on the bottom or doughy in the middle. 

SIMON: (Smugly) Crispiness is a customer preference. I guess
you didn’t know that. (ERASTUS picks up a long loaf of
bread and whacks it on the counter.) 

ERASTUS: And how long do you keep this stuff, anyway?
PIEMON: (Knowingly) Well, until it sells!
SIMON: Could I help you with a purchase today?
ERASTUS: No! No, no, no!
SIMON: He’ll be back. (ERASTUS exits to the right. Lights out.)

Scene 3

         (As the scene opens, the room is dark. Then dim lights are
directed to Stage Left where, at Angel Headquarters, two
majestic angels, AMARIAH and GABBATHA, stand
motionless on risers.)

SONG: “Angels We Have Heard on High” (Sung by the soloist,
during which AMARIAH and GABBATHA slowly lift their
large golden wings and, when fully extended, flap them gently
from side to side. When the song ends, GABBATHA exits to the
left. AMARIAH slumps into a chair at her desk and begins
leafing through scrolls on the desktop. Angels GERSHOM and
HERZON enter. A noise-making horn is carried via rope across
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HERZON’s shoulder. At one point GERSHOM brushes/dusts
HERZON’s halo. The two proceed to Stage Left where,
unnoticed by their superiors, they sit down at the edge of Angel
Headquarters.)

AMARIAH: God is sending his Son. I can’t believe it. I just
can’t believe it! (She continues to shuffle through papers, and
then, sternly) Gabbatha! I’m talking to you! (GABBATHA
enters and then walks quickly and dutifully to AMARIAH’s
desk.)

GABBATHA: Yes, ma’am?
AMARIAH: The Master! He’s coming! (Agitated) To the town of

Bethlehem.
GABBATHA: That upsets you?
AMARIAH : (Huffily) Well! He certainly doesn’t belong there!
GABBATHA: Why do you say that?  I don’t understand.
AMARIAH: The Master is so kind. So loving. So holy!
GABBATHA : Yes, ma’am. I know that.
AMARIAH: And the people! They’re selfish. Downright

wicked, some of them. They’ll treat him terribly!
GABBATHA: You don’t know that for sure. 
AMARIAH: Yes, I do! The Scriptures have said so! (She shuffles

frantically through the scrolls.) Well, I just can’t find the
verse right now.

GABBATHA: Should we be questioning God? (She receives a
menacing look from AMARIAH.) Ma’am? (AMARIAH raises
her arms with frustration, grabs the scrolls, and stomps out
Stage Left. She is followed by GABBATHA. HERZON, followed
by GERSHOM, stands up, looks about, then walks forward to
Center Stage.)

HERZON: Gershom! Prepare for take-off! We’re going!
GERSHOM: (Greatly flustered) Going? Going where?
HERZON: To the streets of Bethlehem, to find out what’s

really going on.
GERSHOM: (Nervously) Did Amariah say that was OK?
HERZON: (Emphatically) Oh, we’re not going to ask Amariah!
GERSHOM: (With wide eyes) We’re not?
HERZON: You saw her! She can’t handle anything right now.

We’re going by ourselves.
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GERSHOM: Boy, I dunno … what are we going to do when we
get there?

HERZON: We’re gonna straighten out those people. If they
really are mean and nasty, we’ll just have to shape ’em
up!

GERSHOM: (Fearfully) Oh, no. I could never do that!
HERZON: Why not?
GERSHOM: I’m too scared! I’ve never been out of the clouds

before.
HERZON: Well, maybe we could just hang out for a while —

do a little observing.
GERSHOM: Boy, I dunno.
HERZON: Ahhhh, come on.
GERSHOM: Well, all right. I’ll go. But just to observe.

(GERSHOM exits to the right. HERZON follows, then stops
about halfway to address the audience.)

HERZON: And shape ’em up! (Lights down)

Scene 4

         (As the scene opens, DORIAN is sitting at the city gate eating
his lunch. Angels HERZON and GERSHOM enter from the
left, looking about as they go, and ultimately reach the city
gate.)

GERSHOM: (Pointing to DORIAN) Who is that?
HERZON: Don’t worry. He can’t see us. Or hear us, either!

Watch this! (HERZON stands before DORIAN and waves his
arms up and down. DORIAN does not respond. HERZON picks
up his lunch sack and moves it from side to side, then up and
down in front of him. DORIAN follows its movement with his
head and eyes.) See? I told you — we’re invisible! (DORIAN
scratches his head and, by facial expression, indicates he is
greatly perplexed. He remains at the gate but does not move or
speak for the remainder of the scene. HERZON and
GERSHOM meander briefly about Stage Right.)

GERSHOM: (With voice quivering) I’m scared, and I don’t like it
here!
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HERZON: (Disgustedly) You’ve been complaining ever since
we left. What’s the matter now?

GERSHOM: (Whining) It’s cold! And my nose is getting all
stuffy.

HERZON: (Intolerantly) Buck up, Gershom! (Irritably) And be
more careful. You keep stepping on my wing tips.

GERSHOM: Sorry. (HERZON and GERSHOM approach the
Bethlehem Bakery and spend a brief time looking about.
Suddenly, GERSHOM points wildly to a nearby tree and says,
with voice quivering) Herzon! Herzon! Do you see that —
that crawly thing? Over there!

HERZON: (With authority) Let me see. (HERZON scans the
branches, then holds up a large black spider. GERSHOM jerks
away in fright.) Don’t you know anything? It’s just a little
spider! (HERZON picks up the spider. GERSHOM backs
away even farther.)

GERSHOM: (Nervously) Go away! Put it back! It’s scary! (As
HERZON continues to taunt GERSHOM with the spider,
ERASTUS enters from the right. HERZON spots him and
motions for GERSHOM to stand aside and watch what is
about to happen.)

ERASTUS: (To the audience) Hey, stick around, everyone,
’cause I’m about to cause a whole lot of excitement!
(With a mean laugh) See that donkey yard over there (He
points) right behind the bakery? Well, I’m gonna go over
there and open the gate and let all those donkeys loose!
(Laughing again) They’re going to run all over, and it’s
gonna be so funny! Know something else? It’s Thursday.
And on Thursday, Simon and Piemon have the day off.
That leaves Lud in the bakery all by himself. (Laughing
nastily) Lud! Lud the Dud! (ERASTUS walks stealthily to
the bakery, looks about and, finding no one, shrugs, then begins
to help himself to buns and rolls.) See how easy that was?
(ERASTUS sits down to enjoy one of the rolls he has just stolen.
HERZON makes an angry sigh, creeps slowly forward, and
dangles the spider in the face of ERASTUS. He shrieks and
runs pell-mell down the aisle.)

GERSHOM: (Quite horrified) What kind of angel are you? I
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can’t believe you just did that!
HERZON: You saw what he did. He deserves it! I’m not a bit

sorry! (HERZON and GERSHOM return to their place
beside/behind the tree. LUD arrives at the bakery and, with
great distress, discovers that product has been taken. With
much frenzy he looks about, then tries to rearrange the product
that is left. ELIEZAR, with an obvious air of superiority and
carrying a bag of coins, makes his way down the aisle to the
bakery. LUD spots him, and — still trying to regain his
composure — meets him at the showcase. As ELIEZAR looks
over the product, TAX COLLECTOR, still extending the
collection basket to persons in the audience, enters from the
aisle.)

TAX COLLECTOR: Step right up. Pay your taxes. Step right
up. Pay your taxes. (ELIEZAR spots the TAX COLLECTOR,
makes a loud gasp, then tries to hide behind the showcase. He
does not, however, escape the notice of the TAX COLLECTOR,
who rushes forward in the direction of the bakery.) Eliezar! I
see, you, Eliezar! (ELIEZAR sheepishly peeks out from
behind the showcase.) You come out from there! Right
now! (ELIEZAR slowly comes out of his hiding place and
stands before the TAX COLLECTOR, who addresses him
sternly.) You haven’t paid your taxes! And you need to
pay them — right now! (ELIEZAR nods his head.) Such a
rich man you are, and yet every year, you’re my biggest
headache. (ELIEZAR shrugs.) So tell me — how many
camels did you acquire this year?

ELIEZAR: Well, er, uh … I guess it could have been about …
maybe eight or nine.

TAX COLLECTOR: How many? 
ELIEZAR: Well … um … maybe it was about twenty. (The TAX

COLLECTOR points sternly to her collection basket and
ELIEZAR, with much ado, drops in a number of coins.)

TAX COLLECTOR: Admit it, Eliezar. You acquired forty
camels last year, plus hundreds and hundreds of goats
and sheep! (He grabs the entire bag of money from ELIEZAR’s
hand.)

ELIEZAR: (With a sudden change of attitude) Hey, go easy on me.
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You can’t expect me to remember everything — even if
I am the most important man in all of Bethlehem. (With
that, HERZON pushes back the branches of the tree, makes a
“mad face,” then makes repeated blasts with his angelic horn.
The noise frightens the TAX COLLECTOR, who flings the bag
of money into the air and rushes off to the left. ELIEZAR is also
frightened, and he rushes off to the right, but not before
confiscating the bag of cash. LUD, though shaken, remains at
the bakery. GERSHOM joins HERZON at Center Stage.)

GERSHOM: Now, why would you do a thing like that?
HERZON: (Dramatically) I couldn’t help myself. The man lies!

And he cheats! And he has a big head. (Pause) Well, I’m
sorry. I guess I did get a little carried away. But it’s all
so depressing! (Pause) Do you think, Gershom, that in
the entire town of Bethlehem, there is one godly man?
One? Just one?

GERSHOM: (With assurance) We’ll find one, Herzon. There
must be one! (Just as GERSHOM’s words are spoken,
PHARISEE makes his entrance down the center aisle with his
book.)

PHARISEE: (As he walks forward) Lord, help me to be humble!
It’s so hard to be humble when you’re perfect in every
way. (MORIAH enters from the right and, with curiosity, stops
to hear the PHARISEE.) Help me, Lord. Please, please.
Help me to be humble.

MORIAH: Excuse me, sir, and let me get this straight. You
think you’re perfect?

PHARISEE: Why, yes! Here, I’ll read it to you, from the
preamble to the Pharisee Book of Rules:

        All day long we fast and pray.
        We do good deeds most every day.
        The holy Law we oft’ repeat,
        Most righteous men you’ll ever meet.
MORIAH: Really! You think you’re perfect?
PHARISEE: It says so — right here! (He thumbs through pages

of his rule book, then finds the page he is looking for.) Here it
is. Pharisee Doctrine, Subsection Number 86-402: “The
Pharisee shall, by his very namesake, advance
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automatically to the top tier of moral hierarchy. The
Pharisee shall, by virtue of his flawless living, be
authorized to expand upon the rules of God the Father,
and to faithfully follow such rules — and to thereby
become a model of obedience and sacrifice.” (HERZON,
soon after the PHARISEE begins reading, stomps forward as
though on a mission. GERSHOM rushes ahead of him and, by
motion of arms, insists that he retreat and do nothing about the
argument that is taking place. HERZON reluctantly exits right
and GERSHOM follows.)

MORIAH: Stop! Stop! What a fool you are!  
PHARISEE: Wh — what?
MORIAH: You aren’t pleasing God. You are only making him

angry. Hear his words, as spoken by the prophet Isaiah.
(Reading Isaiah 29:13) “These people come near to me
with their mouth and honor me with their lips, but
their hearts are far from me.” Their worship amounts to
mere words! (PHARISEE takes a deep breath and leaves in a
huff. LUD, captivated by the words of the prophet, steps closer
to MORIAH so that he can more clearly hear him speak.
MORIAH calls out loudly to the audience.) You’re a sinful
people! Without peace! Without joy! But it doesn’t have
to be that way. Repent of your sins! O people of
Bethlehem, you are so foolish! Your lives are so
meaningless! (Pointing directly at LUD) You are unholy!
You need to change your ways. Love one another. Be a
servant to all! (LUD, with great concern on his face, rushes
Off-stage. Lights out.)

Scene 5

         (Lights up on the bakery, where SIMON and PIEMON are busy
rolling dough. DORIAN sits at the city gate.)

PIEMON: (Glaring at SIMON) You forgot the salt!
SIMON: I put in salt!
PIEMON: Can’t we make bagels today?
SIMON: No! Tuesday is bagels, Wednesday is biscuits.
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(MOPPER enters from the right. Upon arrival at the bakery he
begins mopping, all the while listening to the conversation of
the bakers. LUD, who has been sitting in silence behind the
bakers’ table, steps forward.)

LUD: (Staring seriously at PIEMON) Am I unholy?
PIEMON: You make doughnuts! Of course you’re not unholy!
SIMON: Now why would you even ask such a thing?
LUD: Moriah says I’m unholy.
SIMON: Who?
LUD: Moriah! He came from awful far. And he thinks

everyone is unholy. And hopeless!
MOPPER: (Snickering) That’s you, all right. Hopeless!
SIMON: Who asked you?
MOPPER: That’s my job. That’s what I do. Clean up things.

And I think Lud here needs to clean up his act!
PIEMON: You shunta said that, Mopper.
SIMON: You say you’re sorry! (MOPPER refuses.)
PIEMON: Say it, Mopper. You say you’re sorry! (MOPPER

vehemently shakes his head.) He won’t say it, Simon!
SIMON: Oh, he’s going to be sorry! (With that, SIMON picks up

a large piece of dough, hole inserted in the middle beforehand,
and pulls it over the head of MOPPER.)

PIEMON: You shudda said you were sorry! (With that,
PIEMON flicks blobs of white flour on MOPPER’s face and
hair.) 

MOPPER: That’s it! I quit! I quit! (SIMON and PIEMON,
laughing and snickering, exit to the right. An angry MOPPER
exits down the aisle.)

LUD: (Calling after them) You shunta done that, Piemon. You
shunta done that, Simon. (LUD returns to his baking table
and sits down as if in despair. Lights off. Pause. Lights on
Center Stage. The TASKMASTER enters from behind the gate
and speaks to DORIAN.)

TASKMASTER: So, Dorian, how are things going?
DORIAN: Fine, sir! I’ve been very watchful, sir!
TASKMASTER: Good! See that you are. Oh, and I need to tell

you that Ramsus isn’t going to make it to work tonight,
and I’m afraid you’ll have to work a double shift. You’ll
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need to stay at the gate until morning.
DORIAN: ’Til morning, sir? (TASKMASTER stares at him

sternly.) ’Til morning. Yes, sir! 

Scene 6

         (A small light is focused upon DORIAN, who is fast asleep —
snoring optional — at the gate. Roosters crow in the
background. After a pause, light is redirected to AMARIAH,
who is sitting at her desk at Angel Headquarters, deep in
thought. HERZON, followed by GERSHOM, tiptoes across
Center Stage.)

HERZON: Come on! Before it gets light!
GERSHOM: She’s gonna catch us! We’re going to be in so

much trouble!
HERZON: Nonsense! Just hurry up! (As HERZON and

GERSHOM creep closer, they are spotted by AMARIAH.)
AMARIAH: (In a shrill voice) What are you doing? Where have

you been?
HERZON: (With a start) Ah, um, Gershom? Tell her. Tell her

where we’ve been!
GERSHOM: (Greatly flustered) Well, I, er, um … 
HERZON: (Regaining his composure) Well, it’s like this. We’ve

been scouting. You know, like Joshua and Caleb, out
exploring the Promised Land.

AMARIAH: You are not Joshua. You are not Caleb. And you
have no orders to do anything!

HERZON: Well, I-I-I thought you would be pleased. I thought
you would want to know the state of the city — in
Bethlehem.

AMARIAH: And?
HERZON: And … it’s exactly as you feared. These people

have no scruples.
AMARIAH: (As though not understanding) Scruples?
HERZON: You know. Scruples! Principles! 
AMARIAH: (Suddenly flustered) Oh! Oh! I knew it! I knew it!

(She calls out.) Gabbatha! Gabbatha, come here!
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(HERZON and GERSHOM, sensing that AMARIAH’s
attention has been diverted, sneak away and exit to the left.)

GABBATHA: Amariah, what is it?  
AMARIAH: God’s Word! It has come to pass.
GABBATHA: What are you talking about?
AMARIAH: God’s Son! The Savior! He’s been born!
GABBATHA: (With a big gasp) Oh! Oh! Where? 
AMARIAH: (Pointing) In a manger. Beneath that very bright

star!
GABBATHA: I see it! I see it! (She steps forward and shades her

eyes, as if to get a better look.)
AMARIAH: (Taking a deep breath and talking to herself) OK,

Amariah, get a grip! I gotta think. (She paces back and
forth.) I gotta get this clear in my head. (Slowly and with
emphasis) How am I going to handle this, watching the
Son of God live in a place so full of sin and evil?

GABBATHA: (Flustered) I don’t know. But for right now,
shouldn’t we make the announcement?

AMARIAH: Why, yes. Yes, of course. (She moves to the edge of
Angel Headquarters and addresses the audience loudly.) Be
not afraid, for behold, I bring you good news of great
joy which shall be to all the people. For to you is born
this day in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the
Lord. And you will find him wrapped in swaddling
clothes and lying in a manger. (Luke 2:10-12, NASB.
MORIAH has entered from the aisle and, by facial expression,
indicates he has heard AMARIAH’s message.)

MORIAH: (With great emotion) Oh my! Oh my! It’s happened!
God’s Son has been born! And … and … I’ve lived to see
him. (With uplifted arms) Thank you, Father, thank you!
(As MORIAH approaches the gate, he calls out to DORIAN,
who is still fast asleep and snoring loudly.) Wake up, Dorian!
And step aside. Make way for the One who guards the
heavenly gate — and gives passage into life eternal!

AMARIAH: God has revealed much to the prophet Moriah.
And the gate of which he speaks is very beautiful.

GABBATHA: And the gatekeeper? It’s going to be the Son,
isn’t it?
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